
LEADERSHIP TIPS 
FROM COACH O

Rod Olson or “Coach O” serves as a consultant for the Texas Rangers.
 
We are excited to share his valuable coaching with you. Coach O is 
known for his ability to help leaders and executive teams find their 
“sweet spot” as they lead and motivate others in the 21st century. 

Follow @CoachOTip or visit RodOlson.org for daily leadership tips.

YOU AND I MUST CHANGE OUR MENTALITY IF WE WANT
TO BE AN OVER-COMER AND AN INNOVATOR.

This week’s message will be direct and to the point. If you 
and I don’t have the proper mindset as we move to the next 
stage of this season of crisis, we will not be over-comers or 
innovators. We will become depressed individuals or even 
worse...we will see ourselves as helpless victims.

I want you to watch a short video. I do not know the man 
speaking in the video personally, however I have coached many 
Navy SEAL leaders who have trained and or deployed with 
him and vouch for him as a man and operator. You can watch 
this short video here: youtube.com/watch?v=IdTMDpizis8 

Why do some people see crises as opportunities? How 
do some people possess such strong faith and hope? Simple 
Answer: They choose to and they can find the evidence in 
their lives that they are an over-comer. Fear can cause a lack 
of confidence but remember, you are an over-comer, you 
may have just forgotten. Fear can cause us to forget past 
successes. Take a moment and make a short list of the things 
you’ve overcome in your life. 

REMEMBER, HOPE IS EMPTY IF IT IS WITHOUT FAITH. 
FAITH IS THE SUBSTANCE OF HOPE.

This week I want to challenge you to say, “Good” to every 
negative thing that comes your way. I want you to change 
your thinking and mindset. Be the captain of your thoughts 
and choose to see every crisis as an opportunity. “You’ve been 
furloughed...good. Your city is still under shelter in place...
good.” You and I must see this season as an opportunity for 
us to be creative. Crisis can be the incubator for innovation if 
you attack it and see it as such. It’s time to re-engage your 
mind and find your new way!

COACHING POINT
Rather than seeing a crisis, see an opportunity.

Rather than experiencing fear, choose to increase your faith.

Make it a “Good” Week!
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